
Notes for sections 10.3 and 10.5 - Area of Regular Polygons

In a regular polygon, a segment drawn from the
center of the polygon perpendicular to a side of the
polygon is called an apothem. In the figure at the
right PS is an apothem. A segment drawn from the
center of the polygon to a vertex is called a radius
of the polygon. In the figure at the right, PAis a
radius.
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The area of a regular polygon can be found by dividing the
polygon into congruent isosceles triangles. For example, the A -:...~ (1. AJ ~
pentagon above can be divided into 5 triangles by drawing all five
radii. If a regular polygon has n sides then it can be divided into n :: ~ ~ ~ ') ().,
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Now find the area ~the triangles (note: area of triangle = Yo bh). The height of the . ""-k P()..
triangle will be the~ The base of the triangle is the length of one side, s, of the polygon.
Therefore, area of the tn3ngle = Y2 sa. .

Since there are n triangles, multiply the area of the triangle by n to get the area of the polygon.
Area of polygon = n[II2s·a] or Y2n-s-a

However, nos is just the perimeter, P, of the polygon. Therefore, the area of a regular polygon
with perimeter ~-A aoothem a is

lA=Y2P~)
Ex. I Find the area 01-a regular pentagon with
perimeter 54.49 m and an apothem of 7.5 m.\ f ,-A:.. ""i. 0-
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Ex. 2 Find the area of a regular hexagon
with an apothem of 5 -J3 em. and each side
10 em. P ~ c (ro) -::.<OOc.t'V\

A:. ~ (c;,Oc.1IV' ') ( 5G;c",,)
~ \50 ~ Ct'I\ z,

Equilateral triangles are sometimes easier to work with A = 52~
. 4

Ex. 3 Find the apothem, area, and perimeter of the equilateral triangle below.
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Ex. 4 Hexagons are made up of 6 congruent equilateral triangles so the area of a regular

hexagon can be found using: A= 6X( 52;J. Find the apothem, perimeter, and area of a

regular heXagO~'1.~ has a side of 8 in. 0
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Find the apothem, perimeter, and area of each regular polygon. Round your answers to the
nearest tenth.
Ex. 5 Ex. 6 radius = 5 in.
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